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Motivation

• Permutation codes (for error correction) can be used to
detect and correct errors in data storage devices with rank
modulation and also in power-line communications.

• In a �ash memory information can be stored as electric
charges of di�erent size.

• Suppose one storage unit consists of n cells. Then
information is stored as a permutation on n elements: the
relative sizes of the electric charges in the cells are what
matter. That way, the contents of the memory are better
protected against uniform slight decrease of charge.

• In the paradigm of rank modulation [A. Jiang , R.
Mateescu , M. Schwartz , J. Bruck 2009] we are allowed
to increase the charge of one cell so that its charge
becomes the largest: �bring it to the top�.



Codes

• A code of distance d in a metric space S is a subset
T ⊆ S in which all pairwise distances are at least d .

• In the future it would be desirable to de�ne encoding and
decoding and what it means to introduce errors, i.e. a
channel.

• A permutation (or re-ordering or `shu�e') on n elements
is a bijective mapping σ : {1, 2, ..., n} → {1, 2, ..., n}.

• If S := Sn, the group of all permutations on n elements,
is endowed with a metric we call a code in this space a
permutation code.

• The elements of T are called codewords. The weight of a
codeword is its distance to zero, or, in the case of
permutation codes to the identity permutation e = 12...n.



Metrics and results

• We have been considering di�erent metrics on Sn,
including the Hamming, Ulam, transposition, Kendall τ .

• Most of our work has been for the Ulam metric which
equals n minus the length of the longest common
subsequence of the two permutations:

• We have found codes satisfying the Singleton bound
(�puncturing a symbol bound�) with equality in some
cases and computationally shown their non-existence in
some other cases. This question is open in general.

• We have given a su�cient criterion for a simple
probabilistic construction of a code, using a connection
with the well-studied longest-increasing-subsequence
problem.

• In some cases we have given a bound better than
Singleton, using integer linear programming.


